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level of difficultytime required 
30 minutes

Used items:

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

Instructions:

1 Melt the creative-soap in a water-bath on the stove (max. 60° - do not 
boil).

2 After the complete melting, you can stir the desired colour in the liquid 
soap. Therefore, use a wooden spatula or a teaspoon.

3 For the soaps with motif or logo, place upwards the label with the 
stamping in the cleaned casting mould.

4 To avoid blistering or slipping of the label, use at best a tablespoon with 
which you fill the casting mould with the liquid soap.

5 Let the soap dry well out (at least 2-3 hours, ideally one day).

6 Demould the soap by a slight pressure.

7 Now, you can pack the finished soap into a block-bottom gift bag,
close it with ribbons and fasten the stamped wooden tag onto it.

34 369 000 Soap casting mould: Christmas 1 piece
34 246 426 Soap-colour, evergreen 2 drops
34 228 000 Creative-soap 46 g
34 337 000 Labels "merry X-MAS"+Christmas tree 1 piece
55 704 616 Glitter-ribbon, gold 20 cm
51 752 06 Cord without wire, gold 20 cm
29 085 000 Statement-stamp "Frohes Fest" 1 piece
28 390 576 Stamp pad "Memento", black 1 piece
46 088 000 Wooden tag with cork star 1 piece
67 218 000 Block bottom gift bag 1 piece
 
Additionally you need:

Stove, pot, melting pot, scales, small plastic container,
craft stick as a stirrer, spoon

Additional info
The soap dries or rather carries on ripening and becomes thereby firmer 
(two up to three weeks). Depending on the temperature and airiness, the 
soap can perspire. We recommend therefore to wrap the soap after its 
demoulding in a cellophane foil. Clean the soap casting mould and the pots 
with hot water.




